
Macy 
9134-FM21 BLK-WSG 
UPC: 844375098091
Flush Mount - 21”

Fixture Finish: Matte Black

Glass/Shade Finish: Woven Sweet Grass

Materials: Steel Glass

Fixture Width: 20.875” 53.0225cm

Fixture Height: 2.875” 7.3025cm

Min - Max Height: 20.875” 53.0225cm

Glass Diameter: 9” 22.86cm

Glass Height: 2.25” 5.715cm

Canopy/Backplate: 10”Dia x 1.25”E 25.4cm Dia x 3.175cm E

Chain: NA

Rod: NA NA

Wire: 8” 20.32cm

Bulb Type: LED 1 x 16W

Wattage: 1 x 16W (LED)

Voltage: 120

Install Position: Not Reversible - Down Only

Approved Location: Damp Location

Sloped Ceiling: No

ADA: No

Close-to-ceiling: Yes

Bulbs Included: Yes

Dimmable: Yes

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and 
modifications without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may 
be used. Bulbs are not included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of these materials does not constitute an 
agreement to sell.
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Let in summer with the coastal and casual look of Macy. Whimsical 
and feminine, the design is a modern and fun way to freshen your 
decor. Macy is nature-inspired and features a woven shade accent 
composed of natural sweet grass. The hand-woven traditional 
basket weave pattern is slightly rustic. Reminiscent of a floppy 
hat on a breezy day, it has an undulating shape. At the center, a 
round opal glass shade diffuses the brightness of the LED light 
source. The look of the natural fibers and Matte Black hardware 
coordinates well with contemporary rattan furnishings. Hang this 
damp-rated, close-to-ceiling flush mount anywhere in your home.

• The smooth Matte Black finish has a modern feel
• Woven Sweet Grass accent adds an authentic rustic quality
• Integrated LED
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